Find a partner MATCH CARDS

84 CARDS | 42 MATCHES | FOR ANYONE
THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING THIS PRODUCT. I HOPE YOU FIND IT USEFUL IN YOUR CLASSROOM. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, REQUESTS, OR CORRECTIONS PLEASE EMAIL ME AT ALYSONSCHWEINFEST@HOTMAIL.COM. MAKE SURE TO FOLLOW ME ON TPT FOR UPDATES AND FREEBIES!

Terms of use:

• EVERY PAGE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS COPYRIGHTED.

• THE LICENSE IS FOR ONE DOWNLOAD, ONE TEACHER ONLY. PLEASE DO NOT SHARE. MULTIPLE LICENSES ARE AVAILABLE FOR A DISCOUNTED RATE.

• IF YOU SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA, PLEASE TAG ME!

• YOUR FEEDBACK IS VALUABLE TO ME! THANK YOU IN ADVANCE!

Credits:
cheese
macaroni
peanut butter
jelly
bacon
egg
Find a partner cards

Coffee
Doughnut
Chocolate
Marshmallow
Milk
Cookies
happy
sad
goal
football
pencil
paper
Find a Partner Cards

- girl
- boy
- up
- down
- mitten
- hat
circle  square
pirate  treasure
clouds  sun
day
night
sweet
sour
cold
hot
Find a Partner Cards

rain
rainbow
caterpillar
butterfly
school
bus